DISTRICT : AMRITSAR

BLOCK : THARAWAL

Health Institutions

Kilometers

Legend

- District Hospital
- Sub Divisional Hospital
- Community Health Centre(PHSC)
- Community Health Centre(DHS)
- Block Primary Health Centre
- Primary Health Centre
- Rural Hospital
- Subsidiary Health Centre
- Sub Centre

Village Boundary

RAILWAY LINE
DISTRICT ROAD
NATIONAL HIGHWAY

Institution Count Of Institutions Name Of Institutions

1. Majitha 1
2. Wadala, 2. Kathu Mangal
Leharka, 7. Naag Nawan,
8. Jalal Pura,
9. Sohian Kalan
10. Kaler Mangal,
11. Kathu Nangal,
12. Jalai Pura,
13. Gopal Pura,
14. Dadhe,
15. Jethuwal,
16. Talwandi Dosanda Singh,
17. Pakharpura,
18. Chawinda Devi,
19. Leharka,
20. Jajheanai,
21. Nagh Nawan,
22. Kotla Khurd
23. Abid Ali
24. Mohammed Ali,
25. Talwandi
26. Singh
27. Jethu Nangal,
28. Talwandi
29. Khuman
30. Shabnam
31. Saboor
32. Khan
33. Ahmad
34. Kalam
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